TEDxManhattan, “Changing the Way We Eat,” is a one-day conference featuring a dynamic and diverse group of speakers addressing issues in the sustainable food and farming movement.

Live viewing in Conference room “I”  Note: there is a limit of 15 individuals allowed in this room

Session 2 – Shaping Our World (12:30 – 2:30)
Intro – Mitchell Davis
Speaker 6 – Debra Eschmeyer – Let’s Move! and White House initiatives

Intro – Andrew Gunther
Speaker 7 – Stefanie Sacks – How small changes in eating can make big differences

Intro – Peggy Neu
Speaker 8 – Robert Graham – Teaching doctors about the importance of food to health

Intro – Gary Oppenheimer
Speaker 9 – Marcel Van Ooyen – Scaling up local food distribution to take it from niche to mainstream

Intro – Sunny Young
Speaker 10 – Joel Berg – The only real way to end hunger in America

Intro – Ann Cooper
Speaker 11 – Dana Cowin – The power of ugly vegetables.


Speaker 13 – DJ Cavem (with Alkemia Earth) – Health education through art and hip hop music

BREAK 2:30 – 3:10 (Webcast Offline)

Session 3 – Lighting the Future (3:10 – 5:00pm)
Intro: Sam Van Aken
Speaker 14 – Henry Hargreaves – How end-of-the-world doomsday preppers are thinking about their food

Film clip: Anna Lappe – Real Food Media Project winner

Speaker 15 – Shen Tong – Investing in food businesses

Intro – Lance Price
Speaker 16 – Kendra Kimbirauskas – The good food movement and the explosion of factory farms in the U.S.